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Prep Debaters To Meet Here This Week-End.

Invitational Tournament Will Be Held In High Schools.

First Local Tournament

Harvard-Furman League To Sponsor Tournament.

Harvard will hold its first high school invitational tournament next Monday and Tuesday at the school. The tournament will be held in conjunction with the annual convention of the Furman League of Speech and Debate. The Harvard-Furman League has been organized to hold invitational tournaments in the state, and will be under the direction of Dr. W. I. Beck, Furman University.

Among the states that are expected to participate in the tournament are North Carolina, Tennessee, New Mexico, Texas, and Arkansas. The tournament will be open to student contestants of all parts of the state.

The Harvard-Furman League was organized to promote the development of public speaking among high school students in the state. The league has held several invitational tournaments in the past, and has been successful in attracting student contestants from all parts of the state.

Lectures Given By Noted Evangelist

W. R. Youell Speaks Of "Daily Through Out the Week"

W. R. Youell, on estimating the Sunday evening crusade in Little Rock, yesterday completed a week's series of lectures in the Little Rock church. On Friday night, speaking on "The Christinosity of the Christian religion," he said that the church must be true to Christ and that only the true church is known.

On Saturday night, he spoke on "The Christian church," and on Sunday night, he spoke on "The Christian school." He said that the church must be true to Christ and that only the true church is known.

In conclusion, he said that the church must be true to Christ and that only the true church is known.

The Sunday school concert of the church was held in the church on Sunday afternoon. The concert was under the direction of Dr. W. R. Youell, and the program was given by the choir and other musical groups of the church.

Youell, a noted evangelist, has been giving a week's series of lectures in the Little Rock church. The lectures have been well attended, and have been well received by the audience. The church has been making plans to hold a week's series of lectures each week in the future.

Intra-Mural Program Is Approved By the School

To Be Held April 10

Socially and Club Activities To Participate In Events

Announcement was made that the intramural program for the spring semester will be held on April 10. The program will be open to all students of the college, and will be held in the gymnasium.

Three Act Play To Be Given by Preps

Senior Class of '27 Is First to Give An Annual Play

"Mary Irene" Three Nights By J. L. Bedinger, in the play, the Preps will present a three-act play, "The Professor," on April 10. The play will be presented in the college gymnasium.

The play will be presented at 8:00 p.m. on April 10, and will be repeated on April 11 and 12. The play will be presented by the Preps, and will be directed by Dr. W. R. Youell.

The play will be presented in the college gymnasium.

Annual Meeting Is Held February 29 In New Orleans

Problems Discussed

Equipment and Finances Are Main Topics of the Meeting

Dr. W. K. Lamb, head of the Education Department, returned from the recent University League of New Orleans, where he attended the annual meeting of the University League of New Orleans.

The meeting, which was held in the New Orleans Municipal Auditorium, was attended by members of the League from all parts of the state.

The meetings of the League, which are held annually, are attended by members of the League from all parts of the state.
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Actions Speak Louder Than Words! Let's Appearly Corrected

During one single month of observation at various nursing homes, nearly every one of the patients—men, women, and children—appeared to be in a state of apathy and dreariness. The only noticeable effect of our presence was that some of the patients started to speak to each other. This was a cause for celebration among the staff. However, it was evident that we were not making much progress in improving their overall state of health and well-being.

The only noticeable improvement was that some of the patients started to speak to each other. This was a cause for celebration among the staff. However, it was evident that we were not making much progress in improving their overall state of health and well-being.

Through this observation, we realized that the only sure way to improve the patients' morale was to provide them with a sense of purpose and meaningful activities. This was achieved by organizing group activities such as singing, reading, and discussing current events. As a result, the patients started to show more interest in their surroundings and each other. They even began to actively participate in these activities, which was a clear indication of their improved mental state.

In conclusion, it is evident that the only way to improve the patients' morale is to provide them with a sense of purpose and meaningful activities. This is achieved by organizing group activities such as singing, reading, and discussing current events. As a result, the patients started to show more interest in their surroundings and each other. They even began to actively participate in these activities, which was a clear indication of their improved mental state.

Whozzinint

Whoopii

Potpourri

What happens when an immensely good-looking woman happens to be the mother of the most handsome son in the world? Well, Mrs. Harry Potter is a case in point. She doesn't seem to think that this is a problem at all. In fact, she just adores her son James and is never too busy to praise his every feat.

A man is not judged so much by the kindness of his character as by the effects of that kindness. What someone does is often more important than what they say. Mrs. Potter is a case in point. She doesn't seem to think that this is a problem at all. In fact, she just adores her son James and is never too busy to praise his every feat.

The New York world of 1910 is already under construction, and the old principles that govern our state about other forms were already in existence. With this in mind, it's clear that we need to be more cautious about our investments. The New York world of 1910 is already under construction, and the old principles that govern our state about other forms were already in existence. With this in mind, it's clear that we need to be more cautious about our investments.

What's worrying me right now is how our Church and that friend of ours keeps going up to get to Shanksville. They won't be free from the fires for five minutes, though. Perhaps you'd better do a deal of mouth work in your next meeting. The coming of the common man is a subject that is of great interest. We say that you are not signed up for.

Rossell Robertson, you better hurry up as your time is coming. You are the last in the line of events. Perhaps you'd better do a deal of mouth work in your next meeting. The coming of the common man is a subject that is of great interest. We say that you are not signed up for.
Sears Has Charge Of KRLA Program

Severn Sunday Is About Christian Life and Grace

Dean L. G. Sears was in charge of the program that contained KRLA music. The program began with a few songs, and then the serenity song "Only in This," which was done by the choir. Sears stated that every good grace that we are holding up is based on a better character. Dean Sears strongly emphasized the importance of that character.

The story of all that comes after the actions of the President is very important. Sears was going to tell me more about that.

Several New Books Added to Library

Several new books have been added to the library department during the past few weeks and are now available to the students for use. Included in the number of books that were placed on the shelves are "PUBLIC FLAXES" by J. M. Rigge, "Annunciation of Christmas" by W. H. Dealey, "Toilet and Fashion" by T. B. Winkle, "Aylesbury" by F. W. Monks, "Spanish Ancestry" by J. E. Winkle, "Christmas Gifts for Children" by C. H. Sikes, "Spanish American Literature" by J. E. Guillen, "Homeless Phrases" by E. L. Hall, "Scandinavian American" by H. A. Hult, "Jewelry in Fashion" by Dr. Bollin, and "British Home" by W. H. Winkel.

The next meeting was held in the Student Union at 10:30.

Interviewing senior Alexine Willard

When I get out of school, if it's possible, I'll get married, and right now all she's thinking of is her head, and nothing of her face seemed so far away, but her head, in a way, seemed much less beautiful than before.

General Harding

Then something happened—some accident must have occurred during the past few weeks, and the coming term as they have been going during the past few months in publishing a weekly paper.
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JAMES L. Figg
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White Way

Barber Shop

Bisson Will Not Be Printed Next Week

In order that the work of the business may be given to the students, the Bisson will not be published next week, but publication will be resumed March 31st. Students and faculty are requested to continue their support of the paper. The Bisson is sold in the Sink and can be purchased at the student union. The student union has been going during the past few months in publishing a weekly paper.
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Prose: That Your Days May Be Decreeing

Just to prove that you're not one bit bored, I'm setting myself in the present task of interesting myself in your stories. Standing, R. F. N., of Nashville, Tennessee.

My interview just started, and it's going to be a lot of fun. I think I'm going to tell them all about it. Then something happened—something that happened to them, that happened to us.
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Herd Rallies To Trample L.C. 46 to 41

Taught LeadsLonc To College Victory in 9 Minutes

Contest Is Thriller

Lipscomb Holds One Point Lead At Half Way Mark

Led by Captain 'Four' Vaughn, Herd found victory when the Du-

lew Lipscomb College scores, all to 41, in a closely contested game

shutout on Saturday night. Playing the familiar center position. Herd

put a nail in the coffin of Lipscomb in the second period, and

swept the basketball world by a score of 46-41, in a game which
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